The use of multilingualism among the new generation is widespread in the form of code-mixed data on social media, and therefore a robust translation system is required for catering to the novice and monolingual users. In this work, we present a translation framework that uses a translation-transliteration strategy for translating code-mixed data into their equivalent monolingual instances. One of the goals of this work is to translate a code-mixed source (written in Roman script) to a Bengali target (written in Devanagari script), where the source may contain English, along with transliterated Bengali. Finally, to convert the output to a more readable form, it is reordered using a target language model. The decisive advantage of the proposed framework is that it does not require a code-mixed to monolingual parallel corpus for training and decoding. On testing the framework, it achieved BLEU and TER scores of 16.47 and 55.45, respectively. Since the proposed framework deals with various sub-modules, we dive deeper into the importance of each of them, analyze the errors and finally, discuss some improvement strategies.
INTRODUCTION
India has a linguistically diverse population due to its long history of foreign acquaintances. English, one of those borrowed languages, became an integral part of the education system and hence gave rise to a population who are very comfortable using bilingualism in their day to day communication. Due to such language diversity and dialects, frequent code-mixing is encountered during conversations. Further, due to the emergence of social media, the practice has become even more widespread. The phenomenon is so common that it is often considered as a different (emerging) variety of the language, e.g., Benglish (Bengali-English) and Hinglish (Hindi-English). Two terms are generally used to describe this phenomenon. The term code-mixing is used to describe the mixing of elements from different languages within a sentence, whereas the term code-switching describes the mixing of elements from different languages at the clause level.
On the contrary, we found out that only 26% 1 of the Indian population is bilingual, i.e., use more than one language when conversing. To cater to the rest who are comfortable using only one native language and to make them compatible in the age of social media, translating such code-mixed data into its corresponding monolingual instances is the only alternative. But, translating such data manually requires a lot of effort and time and hence availing the assistance of machine translation for the same is more desirable.
But Machine Translation (MT) itself is a challenging task due to out-of-vocabulary problems, context misunderstanding, grammatical errors, bias, etc. On top of that, it becomes even more difficult when the input instance is code-mixed, as many new challenges emerge with it.
In the present work, we have tried to address the above issue by developing a framework for code-mixed to monolingual machine translation without employing any kind of parallel corpus for training. This is highly beneficial as code-mixed data is difficult to scrape and an enormous amount of data would be required for models like Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) and Neural Machine Translation (NMT) to learn the nuances of the language to properly translate.
We implement our framework to translate from English-Bengali (En-Bn) code-mixed data (written in Roman script) to monolingual Bengali (written in Devanagari script). Our framework is capable of translating monolingual sentences as well. For e.g., if the input is in monolingual Bengali or English, in Roman script, the framework is still capable of translating it into the target language, which is Bengali in Devanagari. Our contributions also include the preparation of gold standard parallel corpora, such as English-Bengali (En-Bn) code-mixed to Bengali (Devanagari), English-Bengali (En-Bn) code-mixed to English (Roman) and English-Bengali (En-Bn) code-mixed to Bengali (Roman). These parallel corpora were used for training the baseline systems. Testing data was prepared separately. The shortcomings and errors of the proposed framework have been analyzed in detail as well.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers a brief survey of the state-of-the-art approaches in this domain. Section 3 defines the data that is used to develop and test the baseline systems as well as our proposed framework. The details of the developed framework and working strategies of each sub-module have been discussed in Section 4. Also, the developed framework was tested and evaluated with respect to the baseline systems and this has been reported in Section 5. Finally, concluding remarks and future works that can be done in this domain, have been discussed in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Several research works have been conducted in the recent past on code-mixed data, especially involving language identification (LID). Jhamtani et al. [11] prepared an ensemble model by combining two classifiers to develop a Hindi-English code-mixed LID. The first classifier used word frequency, modified edit distance, and character n-grams as features whereas the second classifier used the output from the former classifier for the current word, along with language and POS tag of neighboring words to give the final tag.
Rijhwani et al. [23] proposed a generalized language tagger for an arbitrary set of languages and it is fully unsupervised. For backtransliteration, Bilac and Tanaka [2] proposed a hybrid approach that combines phoneme, grapheme, and segmentation based modules.
Luo and Lepage [15] presented an architecture for back transliteration using a SMT framework as described in [8] . Ravishankar [22] describes a finite-state based system for back-transliteration of transliterated Marathi words in Roman. The major advantage over statistical models is that it can model exceptions without being retrained.
Sinha and Thakur [24] accepted the challenge of translating Hindi-English code-mixed data to English monolingual from a linguistics point of view by employing morphological analyzers though they did not perform any in-depth analysis or evaluations.
Dhar et al. [6] developed a code-mixed (Hindi-English) to monolingual (English) parallel corpus consisting of 6,096 instances. They also prepared an augmentation pipeline which can be utilized for augmenting any of the existing machine translation systems such that the translation of the systems can be improved without training the MT system specifically for code-mixed text. On testing the module with Moses, Google NMTS and Bing translator, the BLEU scores improved by 2%, 9.4%, and 6.1%, respectively.
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first code-mixed translation system pipeline. Moreover, in contrast to the approaches of selecting English as a target, we consider Bengali (Devanagari), a low resourced language, as the target. Moreover, our system does not use any parallel corpus (code-mixed to monolingual) for training.
DATA
To build the baseline systems, that will be used later to check the performance of the proposed framework, we collected 5,058 and 4,942 English-Bengali (En-Bn) code mixed sentences from Patra et al. [20] and [4] , respectively. To develop the parallel corpus, a group consisting of three annotators who were fluent in both English and Bengali, and has Bengali as their mother tongue, were employed. One of the annotators translated all the code-mixed instances to Bengali (Devanagari), while the other two classified the translations into two classes, correct and incorrect. The agreement score was then calculated using Fleiss' Kappa [7] , which was found to be ≈ 0.85.
This parallel corpus was used to prepare two baseline systems, SMT CM-Bn(D) and CNMT CM-Bn(D) (character embedding).
Apart from the above-mentioned training data, we created two more datasets,
• A parallel corpus of code-mixed (En-Bn) to English, comprising of 10,000 parallel sentences • A parallel corpus of code-mixed (En-Bn) to Bengali (Roman), comprising of 10,000 parallel sentences The datasets were validated by the same set of annotators and Fleiss' Kappa score was calculated as 0.85 and 0.91, respectively. These datasets, was used to train other baseline systems, SMT CM-En , CNMT CM-En , SMT CM-Bn(R) and CNMT CM-Bn(R) . This was done to test, whether traditional translation models, when fed with certain datasets, can overhaul the performance of the proposed framework.
To build our test data, we randomly collected 1,600 En-Bn codemixed instances from various sources. The annotators proceeded to do the same work on this data as well.
It is to be noted that the language tagger and back-transliteration models were developed from different resources and these models do not use our training or test data.
TRANSLATION FRAMEWORK
Our proposed system comprises of four modules. The first module is the language identification module that helps us in segmenting (identify the sub-sequences that are in the same language) a code mixed sentence. The second module translates the English segments into Bengali using a character-level NMT system (CNMT). Bengali segments written in Roman, are back-transliterated to Devanagari, by employing the third module. Merging the translated and the backtransliterated segments into a monolingual instance resulted in an output that wasn't always fluent and had grammatical errors. To counter this, we developed a fourth module, that uses a language model to convert the output to a more natural-sounding instance with better fluency. The framework is depicted in Figure 1 . All the modules are described in detail below.
Language Tagging & Segmentation
This module partitions the code-mixed input into segments concerning its language tags. Bengali (Bn) tagged segments are then passed to the transliteration system while the English (En) segments are passed to the translation system. In our case, segments are sub-sequences of the instance, written in the same language. An example of segmentation is shown below, where strings in brackets denote segments; To achieve this goal, a language tagger was used. We used the characterlevel LSTM architecture proposed by Mandal et al. [17] . This is a model having stacked LSTM of sizes 15-35-25-1, in order where 15 is the input dimension while 1 is the output dimension. The data used for training and testing were gathered from the data released in ICON 16 2 and Mandal and Das [16] . The training dataset contains 6,632 words of Bn and En each while the test dataset comprises 700 words of Bn and En each. For our present experiment, the training data was increased by 1,400 sentences for both English and Bengali. These sentences comprised of 4,218 unique En words and 4,562 unique Bn words. The additonal sentences were collected from the code-mixed data released in Ghosh et al. [9] . Sources of all these instances, as described in their papers, were from social media websites like Twitter, Facebook, and WhatsApp. The Loss function used was binary cross-entropy and we employ Adam optimizer with a sigmoid activation function. Epochs were set to 500 and batch size at 256. Due to this increment in the size of training data, the language prediction accuracy improved from 91.71%, as was shown Mandal et al. [17] , to 93.2%, when experimented on the test data.
2 http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/icon2016/
Back Transliteration
To transliterate the Bn segments to its native Devanagri form, we created a back-transliteration system. This system uses two resources, namely BN_TRANS and PL, which has been extensively described in Mandal and Nanmaran [18] . BN_TRANS, essentially, is a parallel lexicon with two columns, where col_1 has Bn words in the native script while col_2 has the respective ITRANS 3 transliterations. Also, PL is a parallel lexicon, where col_1 has phonetically transliterated Bn words in Roman, while col_2 has the respective ITRANS form. PL has 6000 entries in each column while BN_TRANS has 21850 entries in each column. Our back transliteration system first performs lexical checking, i.e. it checks if the word is present in PL col_1 . If yes, it takes the respective ITRANS form and queries BN_TRANS, i.e. it checks if it is present in BN_TRANS col_2 and returns the respective word in native script.
As there are several possible cases where the words are absent in PL, i.e. out of vocabulary, we decided to make a back transliteration system using a character-level seq2seq model [13] to resolve this scenario. We simply used BN_TRANS as a parallel lexicon, where column_2 entries are source sequences while column_1 entries are target sequences, i.e. the goal of our model is to essentially learn the mappings from Bn in Roman script to Bn in native script.
For training, the activation function used was softmax, the optimizer was rmsprop, and loss function was categorical cross-entropy. The size of latent dimensions was set at 128, the batch size was kept at 64, and the number of epochs was set to 100. The training accuracy at the end was 48.2%. The pipeline is shown in Figure 2 . 
English-Bengali Translation
To accomplish the translation of the English segments into its corresponding Bengali script, we decided to employ a character-level neural machine translation system. The character-level NMT (CNMT) is based on the architecture as described in Lee et al. [12] . It relies on the sequence-to-sequence [26] model and uses attention mechanism [27] while decoding. We opted for character embedding based NMT for this task because of the benefits it provides over word embedding based NMT. The benefits, as stated in Chung et al. [5] , are In order to build the encoder, we used Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) cells. The input of the cell was one hot tensor of English sentences (embedding at the character level). The internal states of each cell were preserved and the outputs were discarded. The purpose of this is to preserve the information at the context level. These states were then passed on to the decoder cell as initial states.
For building the decoder, again an LSTM cell was used with hidden states from encoder as initial states. It was designed to return both sequences and states. The input to the decoder was one hot tensor (embedding at character level) of Bengali sentences while the target data was identical, but with an offset of one time-step ahead. The information for generation is gathered from the initial states passed on by the encoder. Thus, the decoder learns to generate target data [t+1,...] given targets [..., t] conditioned on the input sequence. It essentially predicts the output sequence, one character per time step.
For training and testing, the En-Bn parallel corpus from TDIL 4 and [21] was divided into 1,80,000 and 20,000 instances. For training the model, the batch size was set to 64, the number of epochs was set to 100, activation function was softmax, optimizer chosen was rmsprop and loss function used was categorical cross-entropy. The learning rate was set to 0.001. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 3 Also, as a baseline system, we trained an SMT system using the same training data. Moses 5 Toolkit was used for this purpose. The data were pre-processed in the following manner.
• Tokenization: Given a character sequence and a defined document unit, tokenization is the task of chopping it up into pieces, called tokens. In our case, these tokens were words, punctuation marks, numbers. • Truecasing: This refers to the process of restoring case information to badly-cased or non-cased texts [14] . True cases help in reducing data sparsity. • Cleaning: Long sentences (# of tokens > 80) were removed.
Target Language Model (LM) was prepared using KenLM [10] by employing monolingual Bengali data from the training parallel corpus. The results of BLEU [19] and TER [25] scores along with testing results of both the models are reported in Table 1 . It is clear from the evaluation results that CNMT perform better than SMT, and hence, CNMT was preffered over SMT for our translation module. 
Token Reordering Module
In several cases, we noticed that the result, post joining the outputs from the translation and the transliteration module, contains grammatical errors. This was mainly contributed by wrong word ordering other than errors in word forms.
To cater to this problem, we developed a language model based token reordering system that is able to reorder words in the translated sentence so that the sentence becomes more fluent. This was done as positions of words tend to change when translation is done word-wise. We used the Bengali corpus from TDIL, with 50,000 sentences, to prepare trigram and bigram based language models with normalized scores in log space. The system first calculates the normalized log probability of the input sentence. A confusion set, if applicable, is created for each trigram in the sentence. A re-scoring is performed on the sentence by reordering candidates in the confusion set. The trigram substitution which results in the best net score is kept. If no alterations are performed by the trigram model, a similar sequence of steps is performed using the bigram model which constitutes our final step. This process is inspired by the work in Bryant and Briscoe [3] . An example of bigram and trigram ordering is shown in Table 2 .
RESULTS & EVALUATION
We prepared two baseline systems, a SMT CM-Bn(D) model and a character embedding based CNMT CM-Bn(D) model and both the models were trained using 10,000 code-mixed (En-Bn)to Bengali (Devanagari) parallel corpus, prepared in Section 3. Also, four other baseline systems, using SMT and character based NMT model, was trained using,
• A parallel corpus of code-mixed (En-Bn) to English • A parallel corpus of code-mixed (En-Bn) to Bengali (Roman)
We tested two variants of our proposed framework, one without token reordering (CMT 1 ) and one with token reordering (CMT 2 ). The baseline systems and the two variants of our system were tested using 1,600 code-mixed sentences from Section 3. For automated evaluation, BLEU and TER metrics were used. Manual scoring (in the range 1-5, low to high quality) of Adequacy and Fluency [1] was done by a bilingual linguist, fluent in both English and Bengali, with Bengali as mother tongue. Adequacy means how much of the meaning expressed in the target translation, whereas, fluency means, to what extent the translation is wellformed grammatically, contains correct spellings, is intuitively acceptable and can be sensibly interpreted by a native speaker.
The scores achieved by our system and the baseline systems are given in Table 3 . We can see that our pipeline outperforms the baseline systems by a fair margin and token reordering further improves our system, especially in the case of fluency. Also, for a deeper analysis, we additionally performed two other experiments using CMT 2 . 
Experiment 1: Error Analysis of Sub-Modules
One of the main objectives of this experiment was end-to-end error checking of each of the modules in the pipeline. We randomly selected 100 instances where our achieved BLEU score was less than 15. Then we fed this back to our pipeline and collected outputs from each of the modules. We manually associated each of the errors with the respective module causing it, considering the input to it was correct. The results are shown below in Table 4 . The language tagger, being the starting module in our pipeline, requires the most improvement for better results followed by the machine translation system and the back-transliteration module. As all of these modules are based on some supervised models, the performances can be improved with more training data. In code-mixing, one language acts as the dominant language and is called the matrix language. The other acts as the subordinate, and is called the embedded language. The size of M Bn was 1205 and for M En it was 395. When feeding the sets separately to CMT2, the BLEU and TER scores achieved on M Bn were 16.98 and 55.02 while on M En , the scores were 9.3 and 65.11, respectively. This is mainly because, in our pipeline, the Bn segments are transliterated while En segments are translated and translation has a higher error potential, as compared to transliteration (as shown in Table  4 ). This problem can be easily solved if matrix and embedded languages are identified first, and then passed on to separate systems, accordingly, i.e. one that handles M Bn type, and another that can handle M En type.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this article, we have presented results from our ongoing work on translating code-mixed data to its monolingual instance. Our system achieves a BLEU score of 16.47 on our test data which is a good starting point. Chat data which has more noise may be an interesting one as well.
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